St. Mary’s Catholic Primary, Blackbrook
MFL Overview 2021-22
Celebrations
AUTUMN 1
A New Start
Explore Spain as a country.

MFL
Y3

MFL
Y4

Food and Drink
AUTUMN 2

Seasonal
SPRING 1

All about me
SPRING 2

SUMMER 1

Topical Spanish
SUMMER 2

Calendar time
Revisit and recall colours.
Learn new colours for
Autumn/Bonfire Night
Christmas starry night
Learn the names of days of
the week and months of the
year.
Recognise nouns.

Epiphany Celebrations
and Animals
Revisit colours, numbers
and days of the week.
Learn the nouns for
animals
Express opinions about
animals and say favourite
animal.
Learn the plurals of
animals.

Carnival, Colours and
Playground
Discover the culture and
celebration of Carnival.
Learn a carnival song.

The Hungry Giant
Learn the nouns for
fruits, vegetables
and breakfast foods.
Play games for
repetition of nouns.
Learn how to ask
politely.
Read the story of
Hungry Giant.

Map Explorers
Practise asking and
answering personal
information.
Create own gingerbread
character.
Read the story of the
Gingerbread man.

Welcome to our School

Robot Town

Family Tree and Faces

Carnival/Body parts

Feeling Unwell

Summertime

Asking and responding to
questions about
themselves.
Responding to classroom
instructions.
Saying and writing names
for rooms in a school and
nouns for classroom
objects.

Write a Bonfire Night poem
using colours.
Practise writing useful
commands.
Explore what shops look
like in Spain.
Practise asking where
something is.

Find out about Epiphany in
Spain.
Learn and write the nouns
for family members.
Learn the nouns for parts
of the face.

Revisit parts of the face.
Learn nouns for body
parts and use adjectives
to describe body parts.

Jungle Animals
Learn phrases for aches
and pains.

Learn weather phrases
and play games to
practise the phrases.
Learn names of ice
cream flavours.
Explore the language for
ordering an ice cream.

Build conversations to
include greetings, feelings
and names.
Introduction to numbers
and colours.

Learn nouns for jungle
animals.
Follow a story with
adjectives to describe
jungle animals.
Write sentences
including nouns and
adjectives.

MFL
Y5

MFL
Y6

AUTUMN 1

AUTUMN 2

SPRING 1

SPRING 2

My School and Subjects
Expressing feelings using
extended phrases and new
adjectives.
Learning to speak in the
third person singular,
about another person.
Nouns for school subjects.
Giving extended opinions
to give a reason for
liking/disliking a subject.

In the City and Christmas
Shopping
Explore a city in Spain
including reading and
understanding facts.
Nouns for places in a town
or city, including shops.
Explore language for buying
tickets to a tourist
attraction, including the
polite request.

Healthy Eating
Prices of fruits and
vegetables at a Spanish
market.
Read and understand
interesting facts about
fruits and vegetables.
Follow the familiar story of
Jack and the beanstalk
Read and write key
phrases from the story.

Carnival, Clowns and
Clothes
Nouns for items of
clothing.
Learn to describe
clothing items using
colours, and see how
spellings of colours can
change.
Write a description of an
outfit.

Everyday Life
Recall extended feelings
and key questions and
answers about
themselves..
Revisit and recall numbers
to 60.
Learn the structure for
‘o’clock’ time phrases and
practise speaking and
writing.
Learn key daily routine
phrases.
Ask and answer questions
about daily routine.

Where I live, Where You
Live
Learn nouns for rooms and
furniture in a house.
Read, say and write
descriptive sentences.
Explore Spanish castles and
nouns associated with
castles.

Playing and Enjoying
Sport
Listen to and enjoy a rap
about new year in
Spanish.
Identify and read familiar
language.
Nouns for sports and the
verb ‘to play’ .
Create extended opinions
about sports (including
reasons).
Read and understand
information about sports.

This is Me, Hobbies and
Fun
Explore a Spanish funfair
and learn the nouns for
rides in Spanish.
Learn descriptions of
rides.
Express opinions of rides
and funfairs.
Listen to and show
understanding of
personal information
and opinions of another
person.

SUMMER 1
Out of this World
Personal information
questions and answers.
Learn names for planets
in our solar system in
Spanish.
Read information about
planets and create own
planet with name and
description.

Café Culture
Learn about the culture
of going to cafes in
Spain.
Learn key vocabulary
for food and phrases
for ordering food in a
café.
Write and perform café
roleplays.
Follow a story in a
restaurant setting.
Create themed menus.

SUMMER 2
Going to the
Seaside/Beach
Learn phrases for
activities at the beach.
Learn names of items for
the beach.
Follow a story about
being at the seaside.

Performance
Explore verbs for the five
senses.
Create and perform a
mindfulness script.
Explore familiar and
favourite language to
create word tapestries.
Revisit favourite games
and perform sketches
and mindfulness scripts.

